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Elasticity in Cloud Computing: State of the Art
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Abstract—Elasticity is a fundamental property in cloud computing that has recently witnessed major developments. This article
reviews both classical and recent elasticity solutions and provides an overview of containerization, a new technological trend in
lightweight virtualization. It also discusses major issues and research challenges related to elasticity in cloud computing. We
comprehensively review and analyze the proposals developed in this field. We provide a taxonomy of elasticity mechanisms according
to the identified works and key properties. Compared to other works in literature, this article presents a broader and detailed analysis of
elasticity approaches and is considered as the first survey addressing the elasticity of containers.

Index Terms—Elasticity; Cloud Computing; Auto-scaling; Resource provision; Scalability; Containers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

C LOUD computing has been gaining more popularity
in the last decade and has received a great deal of

attention from both industrial and academic worlds. The
main factor motivating the use of cloud platforms is their
ability to provide resources according to the customer’s
needs or what is referred to as elastic provisioning and de-
provisioning. Therefore, elasticity is one of the key features
in cloud computing that dynamically adjusts the amount
of allocated resources to meet changes in workload de-
mands [1].

Cloud providers generally use virtualization-based ap-
proach to build their stack. Virtualization makes it possible
to run multiple operating systems and multiple applications
on the same server at the same time. It creates an abstract
layer that hides the complexity of both hardware and soft-
ware working environments. Cloud computing paradigm
allows workloads to be deployed and scaled-out quickly
through the rapid provisioning of the virtualized resources.
This deployment is done through virtual machines (VMs).
Virtualization is commonly implemented with hypervisors.
A hypervisor is one of the virtualization techniques that al-
lows multiple operating systems to share a single hardware
host in a way that each operating system appears to have its
own independent resources. VMware ESX, KVM, Xen, and
Hyper-V are examples of the worldwide used hypervisors.

Container-based virtualization, called operating system
virtualization, is another approach to virtualization in which
the virtualization layer runs as an application within the
operating system (OS). Containers are a lightweight solution
that allows faster start-up time and less overhead [2]. There-
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fore, since virtualization is a central part of cloud computing
that helps to improve elasticity, we discuss cloud elasticity
in the context of VMs and containers. In the literature, there
exist various definitions, mechanisms, strategies, methods,
and solutions for elasticity in both industrial and research
works.

Elasticity has been explored by researchers from
academia and industry fields. Many virtualization tech-
nologies, on which cloud relies, continue to evolve. Thus,
tremendous efforts have been invested to enable cloud
systems to behave in an elastic manner and many works
continue to appear. Therefore, we are motivated to provide
a comprehensive and extended classification for elasticity
in cloud computing. This article focuses on most aspects of
the elasticity and it particularly aims to shed light on the
emerging container elasticity as well as the traditional VMs.
Although many elasticity mechanisms have been proposed
in the literature, our work addressing more broader classifi-
cation of elasticity taxonomy. It is also the first survey that
highlights elasticity of containers. The major contributions
of this article are summarized as:

• First, we propose a precise definition of elasticity and we
highlight related concepts to elasticity such as scalability
and efficiency and approaches to measure elastic systems.

• Second, we provide an extended classification for the
elasticity mechanisms according to the configuration, the
scope of the solution, purpose, mode, method, etc. For
example, when discussing the mode of elasticity that can
be reactive or proactive to perform elasticity decisions, we
discuss in depth each mode by classifying the mode into
other subcategories and presenting works that follow the
mode as shown in Table 1.

• Third, we discuss the existing container technologies and
their relation to cloud elasticity. This article is the first
work that discusses container elasticity in presenting
many recent works from the literature.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows.
Section 2 explains the elasticity concept, its related terms,
its classical solution classifications and our new extended
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classification, the tools, and platforms that have been used in
the experiments of the existing works in the literature. This
section describes cloud elasticity solutions in the VMs. Next,
Section 3 presents the concept of containerization, and how
it could improve elasticity in cloud computing. It discusses
the few existing papers on cloud elasticity when containers
are used. Then, in Section 4, we present the main research
challenges in elasticity and also the limits in the new trend
of containerization. Section 5 discusses some related work.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 ELASTICITY

In order to well understand the elasticity, we describe some
related concepts, in addition to a new refined and compre-
hensive definition for elasticity. We propose a classification
and taxonomy for elasticity solutions based on the char-
acteristics: configuration, scope, purpose, mode, method,
provider, and architecture. This classification is a result of
thorough study and analysis of the different industrial and
academic elasticity solutions. This classification provides
a comprehensive and clear vision on elasticity in cloud
computing. We then review the elasticity evaluation tools
and platforms implemented in diverse works.

2.1 Elasticity definition and its related terms
There have been many definitions in the literature for elas-
ticity [3], [4], [5], [1]. However, from our point of view, we
define elasticity as the ability of a system to add and remove
resources (such as CPU cores, memory, VM and container
instances) ”on the fly” to adapt to the load variation in real
time. Elasticity is a dynamic property for cloud computing.
There are two types of elasticity as shown in Fig. 1: horizon-
tal and vertical. Horizontal elasticity consists in adding or
removing instances of computing resources associated with
an application. Vertical elasticity consists in increasing or
decreasing characteristics of computing resources, such as
CPU time, cores, memory, and network bandwidth.

Fig. 1. Horizontal vs Vertical elasticity

There are other terms such as scalability and efficiency,
which are associated with elasticity but their meaning is
different from elasticity while they are used interchangeably
in some cases. Scalability is the ability of the system to
sustain increasing workloads by making use of additional
resources [5], it is time independent and it is similar to

the provisioning state in elasticity but the time has no
effect on the system (static property). In order to have a
complete understanding, we deduce the following equation
that summarizes the elasticity concept in cloud computing.

Elasticity = scalability + automation︸ ︷︷ ︸
auto-scaling

+optimization

It means that the elasticity is built on top of scalability. It can
be considered as an automation of the concept of scalability,
however, it aims to optimize at best and as quickly as pos-
sible the resources at a given time. Another term associated
with elasticity is the efficiency, which characterizes how
cloud resource can be efficiently utilized as it scales up or
down. It is the amount of resources consumed for process-
ing a given amount of work, the lower this amount, the
higher the efficiency of a system. The amount of resources
can relate to cost, power consumption, etc., depending on
the targeted resource [6]. Generally, this is a measure of
how well the application is using the provided resources.
Higher cloud elastic system results in higher efficiency. The
processes of resource provisioning and scheduling (i.e., jobs
or customer’ requests on instances) are both related to elas-
ticity since they try to provision instances but in response to
provider and customer tradeoffs. [7], [8] provision resources
according to a utility model to satisfy customers needs and a
certain pricing model to increase service provider profit. The
provisioning and scheduling processes may take a certain
delay in order to meet SLAs and provider profit conditions.

It is worth noting that scaling up or down the resources
can lead to a deviation of the current amount of allocated
resources from the actual required resource demand. The
accuracy of elasticity systems varies from one system to
another. Over-provisioning and under-provisioning are two
important factors that characterize an elastic system. The
system enters in over-provisioning state once the resources
provided (called supply S) are greater than the consumer
required resources (called demand D), i.e., S > D. Though
QoS can be achieved, over-provisioning state leads to extra
and unnecessary cost to rent the cloud resources. Under-
provisiong takes place once the provided resources are
smaller than the required resources, i.e., S < D, and this
causes performance degradation and violation of service
level agreement (SLA). There is no common methodology
to measure or determine temporal or quantitative metrics
for elasticity. A consumer can measure the delay it takes
to provision and de-provision resources, in addition to the
sum of delays of over-provisioning and under-provisioning
states to quantify different elastic systems [9].

[10] discusses methods to measure scalability and elas-
ticity of a system. According to [10], effects of scalability
are visible to the user via observable response times or
throughput values at a certain system size. On the other
hand, the elasticity, namely the resource resizing actions,
may be invisible to the user due to their shortness or due to
the transparency and dynamicity of resource provisioning.
The effect of reconfiguration on performance metrics (e.g.,
response time) due to elastic adjustments of resource and
the reaction time can quantify the elasticity. It is clear that
elasticity is controlled with time. Therefore, the speed is
also very important in elasticity. Reaction time is the time
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interval between the instant when a reconfiguration has
been triggered/requested and until the adaptation has been
completed.

[11] proposes an approach for elasticity measurements.
In addition to the over-provisioning and under-provisioning
states, another state called just-in-need is introduced. Just-
in-need denotes a balanced state, in which the workload
can be properly handled and quality of service (QoS) can be
satisfactorily guaranteed. The approach developed calcula-
tion formulas for measuring elasticity values based on the
time intervals a system stays in one state. There are three
states: over-provisioning, under-provisioning, and just-in-
need. A set of rules is used to determine the state of a
system based on the workload and computing resources.
The equations can be obtained and calculated by directly
monitoring the system or by using continuous-time Markov
chain (CTMC) model. The drawback of the proposed system
is that it assumes the system is in a certain state based on
rules. For example, the system is in just-in-need state if the
number of requests (j) is greater than the number of VMs
(i) and less than 3 multiplied by the number of VMs (i), i.e.,
(i < j 6 3i). We cannot guarantee the certainty for these
rules on all elastic systems.

2.2 Elasticity taxonomy

Elasticity solutions build their mechanisms on different
strategies, methods, and techniques. Therefore, different
classifications [3], [4], [12], [13], [14] have been proposed
according to the characteristics implemented in the solu-
tions. We have investigated many industrial and academic
solutions, in addition to papers in the elasticity literature,
and then we propose the classification shown in Fig. 2. It is
an extended and complementary elasticity classification as
compared to classification in [3], [4], [12], [13], and [14].

Next subsections explain in details each characteristic
and mechanism used. The solutions are classified according
to the chosen configuration, scope, purpose, mode or policy,
method or action, architecture, and provider.

2.2.1 Configuration
Generally, configuration represents a specific allocation of
CPU, memory, network bandwidth and storage [15]. In
the context of our classification (see Fig. 2), configuration
represents the method of the first or initial reservation of
resources with a cloud provider. During the first acquisition
of resources, the consumer either chooses from a list of
offer packs or specifies its needs, i.e., combining different
resources. Therefore, the configuration can be either rigid
(fixed) or configurable. The rigid mode means that the
resources are offered or provisioned in a constant capacity.
The virtual machine instances (VMIs) are found with a
predefined resource limit (CPU, Mem, etc.) called instances
such as Amazon EC2 (offering 38 instances), Microsoft
Azure (offering many series A, D, DS, G, and GS and each
series has different VM sizes). In the cloud market, the VMIs
are offered in various configurations.

The problem with rigid configuration is that the re-
source rarely meets the demand, therefore, there is always
under-provisioning or over-provisioning. The configurable
mode allows the client to choose the resource such as

number of CPU cores in the VMs. ProfitBricks [16] and
CloudSigma [17] are examples of this type.

The customers can reserve the resources according to the
following reservation methods [15]:
• On-demand reservation: The resources are reserved im-

mediately or the requests will be rejected if there are no
enough available resources.

• In advance reservation: The clients send initial requests
to reserve resources and a fixed price charge is required
to initiate the reservation, the resources must be available
at a specific time.

• Best effort reservation: Reservation requests are queued
and served accordingly such as Haizea, an open-source
VM-based lease management architecture used in Open-
Nebula [18].

• Auction-based reservation: Specific resource configura-
tions are reserved dynamically as soon as their prices are
less than bid amount offered by the customer [19].

• There are other types of reservation such as Amazon’s
scheduled reserved instances, Amazon’s dedicated in-
stances, Google’s preemptible instances, etc.

2.2.2 Scope
The elasticity actions can be applied either at the infras-
tructure or application/platform level. The elasticity actions
perform the decisions made by the elasticity strategy or
management system to scale the resources.

When the elasticity action control is in the application
or platform level, it is named embedded elasticity and
this will be described below. Google App Engine [20],
Azure elastic pool [21] are examples of elastic Platform
as a Service (PaaS). The applications can be either one
tier or multi-tiers, most of the existing elasticity solu-
tions are dedicated to one-tier applications where elasticity
management is performed for one tier only, mostly the
business tier. However, there are some recent works that
perform elasticity actions on multi-tier applications such
as [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29].

Beside this, the elasticity actions can be performed at the
infrastructure level where the elasticity controller monitors
the system and takes decisions. The cloud infrastructures
are based on the virtualization technology, which can be
VMs or containers. Most of the elasticity solutions [29],
[30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38] are dedicated to
the infrastructure level, and these solutions are suitable for
client-server applications. However, other elastic solutions
exist for the other types of applications. For example, [39]
and Amazon EMR are elastic solutions for MapReduce ap-
plications, [40] describes an elasticity solution for streaming
applications, while [12] discusses approaches for elasticizing
scientific applications. Due to the nature of a scientific
application such as parallelism, models (e.g., serial, multi-
thread, single program multiple data, master-worker, etc.),
an elasticity solution can not be generalized for scientific ap-
plications. The elasticity solution must consider the internal
structure and behavior of a scientific application, therefore,
to have a reliable elastic solution, it should be embedded
in the application source code. It is worth mentioning that
some elasticity controllers support sticky sessions. The ses-
sion is the concept of a series of interactions between a client
and the application. The stateful nature of some sessions
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Fig. 2. Classification of the elasticity mechanisms

forces the user to be connected to the same server each time
he submits a request within the session, if the session data is
stored in the server, such sessions are called sticky sessions.
Sticky sessions cause issues on efficiently utilizing elastic
resources because they limit the ability of the elastic con-
troller to terminate under-utilized instances when there are
still unfinished sessions handled by them. Most solutions
support stateless applications, while few solutions [41], [42]
handle stateful instances or sticky sessions.
Embedded Elasticity
Most of the existing solutions are dedicated to server-based
applications. However, there are many different application
modules that have different execution behavior particular-
ities such as scientific applications. Therefore, we named
these types of solutions as embedded elasticity controller.
In the embedded elasticity, elastic applications are able to
adjust their own resources according to runtime require-
ments or due to changes in the execution flow. There must
be knowledge of the source code of the applications. As seen
in Fig. 2, we classify these solutions into two subcategories.

• Application Map: The elasticity controller must have a
complete map of the application components and in-
stances. As it is well known that some applications com-
prise of many components and each component may
have many instances. These components are either static
or dynamic. Static components must be launched once
the application starts, while dynamic components can be
started or stopped during the application runtime. In ad-
dition, there are interconnections between these instances.

Therefore, the elasticity controller must have all the infor-
mation about the application instances, components, and
interconnections that allow it to perform elasticity actions
for applications. [43], [44], [45], [46] are examples of such
works.

• Code embedded: The idea here is that the elasticity con-
troller is embedded in the application source code. The
elasticity actions are performed by the application itself.
While moving the elasticity controller to the application
source code eliminates the use of monitoring systems,
there must be a specialized controller for each application.
Examples of these solutions are [12] and [39].

2.2.3 Purpose

Elasticity has different purposes such as improving perfor-
mance, increasing resource capacity, saving energy, reducing
cost and ensuring availability. Once we look to the elastic-
ity objectives, there are different perspectives. Cloud IaaS
providers try to maximize the profit by minimizing the
resources while offering a good Quality of Service (QoS),
PaaS providers seek to minimize the cost they pay to the
cloud and the customers (end-users) search to increase
their Quality of Experience (QoE) and to minimize their
payments. QoE is the degree of delight or annoyance of
the user of an application or service [47]. The goal of
QoE management is then to deliver the cloud application
to the end user at high quality, at best while minimizing
the costs of the different players of the cloud computing
stack (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS) [48]. As consequences, there have
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been many trade-offs. Elasticity solutions cannot fulfill the
elasticity purposes from different perspectives at the same
time, each solution normally handles one perspective. How-
ever, some solutions try to find an optimal way to balance
some of the contradicted objectives. [8] scales resources
according to a utility model to reply to customers QoE
and a dedicated pricing model to increase service provider
gains. [49] presents a survey of how to look for balancing
two opposed goals, i.e., maximizing QoS and minimizing
costs. As shown in Table 1, most proposals improve the
performance. However, there are other works that have
described the use of elasticity for purposes, such as, in-
creasing the local resources capacity [32], [50], cost reduc-
tion [22], [23], [37], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58],
[59] and energy savings [38], [44], [53], [60], [61]. Many
of the elasticity management solutions as indicated in [13]
takes into consideration Quality of Business metrics that
are often expressed in monetary units and include service
price, revenue per user, revenue per transaction, provi-
sioning cost, and budget. Examples of the solutions that
ensure the availability include [24], [28], [53], [62], [63]. [61]
takes into consideration both the provider profit and user
QoE. In this work, various algorithms have been studied in
order to obtain the best trade-off between the user or SLA
requirements and provider profit. [64], [65] also proposes
QoE-aware management elastic approaches that try to max-
imize users satisfaction without extra costs. Other examples
for improving the performance are found in the research
community and commercial clouds such as Rackspace [33],
Scalr [36], RightScale [34].

2.2.4 Mode or policy

Mode (policy) refers to the needed interactions (or manner)
in order to perform elasticity actions. Elasticity actions are
performed by an automatic mode. Scaling actions can be
achieved by manual intervention from the user. As indi-
cated in [12], there is also another mode, which is called
programmable mode. In fact, it is just the same as manual
mode because the elasticity actions are performed using
API calls. Though a cloud provider offers an interface
which enables the user to interact with the cloud system.
The manual policy is used in some cloud systems such as
Datapipe [148], Rackspace [33], Microsoft Azure [21], and
the Elastin framework [45] where the user is responsible for
monitoring the virtual environment and applications, and
for performing all scaling actions. This mode can not be
considered as an elasticity mode since it violates the concept
of automation.

Automatic mode: All the actions are done automatically,
and this could be classified into reactive and proactive
modes.
1) Reactive mode means the elasticity actions are trig-

gered based on certain thresholds or rules, the sys-
tem reacts to the load (workload or resource utiliza-
tion) and triggers actions to adapt changes accord-
ingly. Most cloud platforms such as Amazon EC2 [30],
Scalr [36], Rightscale [34] and other research works such
as [55], [122], [149], [150] use this technique.
• Static thresholds or role-condition-actions: The elastic-

ity actions are fired to scale up or down the resources

when the role-condition is met. This policy depends
on thresholds or SLA requirements, the conditions are
based on the measurements of one or set of metrics
such as CPU utilization, memory utilization, response
time, etc. Two or more thresholds are used for each
performance metric. The measured metrics are com-
pared against fixed thresholds. For example, if CPU
utilization is greater than 80%, and this situation lasts
5 minutes, then the resource is scaled up. Amazon
EC2, Rightscale and other research works such as
[24], [27], [28], [32], [54], [55], [57], [63], [67], [78], [80],
[83], [84], [95], [96], [97], [98] use such mechanism.

• Dynamic thresholds: Previous thresholds are static
and are fixed user-defined values. On the contrary, dy-
namic thresholds, called adaptive thresholds, changed
dynamically according to the state of the hosted ap-
plications. The works in [58], [60], [100], [101] use the
adaptive utilization thresholds technique. The thresh-
olds such as CPU utilization are changed dynamically.

2) Proactive mode: This approach implements forecasting
techniques, anticipates the future needs and triggers ac-
tions based on this anticipation. Many academic works
such as [31], [35], [37] use this mode as we will see in the
following proactive techniques.
• Time series analysis: Time series is a sequence of

measurements taken at fixed or uniform intervals [151].
Time series analysis is used to identify repeating pat-
terns in the input workload and to attempt to forecast
the future values. In other terms, time series analysis is
responsible for making an estimation of the future re-
source and workload utilization, after this anticipation,
the elasticity controller will perform actions based on
its policy (e.g., set of predefined rules). Generally, the
time series analysis has two main objectives. Firstly,
predicting future values (points) of the time series
based on the last observations (recent usage). Secondly,
identifying the repeated patterns, if found, then use
them to predict future values. The recent history win-
dow (resource usage) is used as input to the antici-
pation technique which in turn generates future val-
ues. For achieving the first objective, there are several
techniques such as Moving-Average, Auto-Regression,
ARMA, Holt winter and machine learning. For exam-
ple, [29], [51], [79], [82], [83], [84], [87], [90], [110], [111]
use machine learning. [27], [106], [107] use Moving-
Average. [23], [24], [25], [108], [109] follow Auto-
Regression technique while [23], [35], [67] follow
ARMA approach. Holt winter is used by [54], [107].
In order to achieve the second purpose, various tech-
niques are used to inspect the repetitive patterns in
time series: pattern matching [108], [112], Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) [108], auto correlation [152], his-
togram [108].

• Model solving mechanisms are approaches based on
probabilistic model checking or mathematical mod-
eling frameworks to study the diverse behaviours
of the system and anticipates its future states such
as Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), probabilistic
timed automata (PTAs). [92] and [99] are examples of
works that adopt model solving approaches. [75] is a
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TABLE 1
Examples on elasticity solutions

Elasticity

Configuration Rigid [21], [30]
Configurable [16], [17]

Scope

Infrastructure VMs [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38]
Containers [56], [66], [67], [68], [69], [70]

Application/ Platform

Single-tier [40], [44], [45], [46], [50], [71], [72], [73], [74]
Multi-tier [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [75]

Application map [43], [44], [45], [46]
Code embedded [12], [39]

Purpose

Performance
[22], [23], [26], [27], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [38], [40], [45], [46],

[55], [58], [67], [71], [73], [75], [76], [77], [78], [79], [80], [81], [82], [83], [84], [85],
[86], [87], [88], [89], [90], [91], [92]

Cost [22], [23], [37], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58], [59], [93], [94]
Capacity [32], [50]
Energy [38], [44], [53], [60], [61]

Availability [24], [28], [53], [62], [63]

Mode Automatic

Reactive

Threshold-based policies
[24], [27], [28], [32], [54], [55], [57],

[63], [67], [78], [80], [83], [84], [91],
[95], [96], [97], [98], [99]

Dynamic thresholds [58], [60], [100], [101]
Reinforcement learning [72], [96], [102]

Queuing theory [55], [57], [59], [103]
Control theory [89], [100], [101], [104], [105]

Proactive

Time series analysis

Moving average [27], [106], [107]

Auto regression [23], [24], [25],
[108], [109]

ARMA [23], [35], [67]
Holt winter [54], [107]

Machine learning

[29], [51], [79],
[82], [83], [84],
[87], [90], [110],
[111]

Pattern [108], [112]
Model solving approaches [75], [92], [99]

Reinforcement learning [113], [114]
Queuing theory [103], [114], [115], [116], [117]
Control theory [22], [26], [91], [105], [118]

Method

Horizontal scaling [23], [24], [28], [29], [30], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [50], [55], [63], [71], [79], [81],
[99], [119], [120], [121], [122], [123], [124]

Vertical scaling
CPU [26], [38], [116], [125], [126]

Memory [74], [127], [128]
CPU & Mem. [31], [54], [129], [130], [131], [132], [133]

Migration [38], [45], [61], [73], [86], [90], [134], [135], [136], [137], [138], [139], [140], [141]
Hybrid [37], [38], [44], [51], [58], [90], [91], [142]

Architecture Centralized Most approaches presented in this table except the decentralized ones
Decentralized [93], [94], [143], [144], [145], [146]

Provider Single [22], [23], [24], [25], [27], [54], [55], [57], [78], [79], [82], [87], [100], [147]
Multiple [28], [53], [62], [63], [66], [93], [142], [145]

more recent work that uses Alloy models to increase
the performance of the model solving (i.e., most of
the MDP models and combinations are build offline
using formal specification in Alloy which eliminates
the runtime overhead of MDP construction for each
adaptation decision).

There are other mechanisms that can be used with both
reactive and proactive approaches (when accompanied
with other mathematical models such as Markov De-
cision Process, Q-learning algorithm, Model predictive
control (MPC)):
• Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a computational ap-

proach that depends on learning through interactions
between an agent and the system or environment.
The agent (decision-maker) is responsible for taking
decisions for each state of the environment, trying to
maximize the return reward. The agent learns from the
feedback of the previous states and rewards of the sys-
tem, and then it tries to scale up or down the system by
choosing the right action. For example, [72], [96], [102]

use RL in reactive mode while [113], [114] use RL in
proactive mode.

• Control theory controls systems function in reactive
mode [89], [100], [101], [104], [105], but there are
some cases in which they can work in proactive
mode [22], [26], [105], [118]. There exist three types
of these controllers: Openloop controllers, Feedback
controllers, and Feedback and Feedback-forward con-
trollers. Openloop (non feedback) controllers compute
the input to the system, these controllers do not have
feedback to decide whether the system is working well
or not. Feedback controllers monitor the output of the
system and correct the deviation against the desired
goal. Feedback-forward controllers predict errors in the
output, anticipate the behavior of the system and react
before errors occur. Feedback and feedback-forward
controllers are usually combined.

• Queuing theory is a mathematical study for queues
in the system taking in consideration the waiting
time, arrival rate, service time, etc. Queuing theory
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is intended for systems with a stationary nature. It
can be used to model applications (single or multi-
tiers). [55], [57], [103], [59] use queuing theory in reac-
tive mode while [103], [114], [115], [116], [117] adhere
to the queuing theory principles in predictive mode.
For example, [115] proposes a model that estimates
the resources required for a given workload λ, the
mean response time, and other parameters. [116] uses
queue length and inverse model to anticipate capacity
requirement taking in consideration also the target
response time.

Before finishing this section, it is worth mentioning that
many works generally span across different subcategories,
use more than one technique and that is why they appear
more than once in Table 1. Many systems and proposals
adhere to use a combination of reactive and proactive
policies, e.g., [83], [84] use threshold and machine learning
policies. [27] implements threshold-based rules and moving
average while [24] uses thresholds and auto-regression. [54]
uses thresholds and holt-winter. [55], [57] combine thresh-
olds based rules and queuing theory in reactive mode only.
Similarly, [100], [101] use dynamic thresholds and queuing
theory while [96] combines thresholds and enforcement
learning. [67] uses static thresholds for CPU and memory
usage, ARMA to predict the number of requests for Web
applications. Other works used more than one technique
in proactive mode. For example, [23] implements auto-
regression and ARMA. [114] uses reinforcement learning
and queuing theory. [108] combines auto-regression and
pattern matching.

2.2.5 Method

To deploy the elasticity solutions, one or hybrid of the fol-
lowing methods is implemented: horizontal scaling, vertical
scaling. Horizontal elasticity allows adding new instances
while vertical elasticity, referred to as fine-grained resource
provisioning, allows resizing the resources of the instance
itself to cope with the runtime demand. The instances can
be VMs, containers, or application modules. Horizontal and
vertical techniques have their advantages and shortcom-
ings. Horizontal elasticity is simple to implement and it is
supported by hypervisors. It has been widely adopted by
many commercial providers. However, horizontal elasticity
can lead to inefficient utilization of the resources due to
the fact that it provides fixed or static instances, which
sometimes cannot fit exactly with the required demand. On
the contrary, vertical elasticity allows resizing the instances
but it is not fully supported by all hypervisors, although
new hypervisors such as Xen, VMware support it.

• Horizontal scaling is the process of adding/removing
instances, which may be located at different locations.
Load balancers are used to distribute the load among the
different instances. It is the most widely implemented
method, most cloud providers such as Amazon [30],
AzureWatch [71], and many other academic works as
shown in Table 1 use this method.

• Vertical scaling is the process of modifying resources
(CPU, memory, storage or both) size for an instance at
runtime. It gives more flexibility for the cloud systems
to cope with the varying workloads. There are many

works [26], [116], [38], [125], [126] that only focus on CPU
vertical resizing, other works [74], [127], [128] focus on
memory resizing. It is worth noting that, there have been
many techniques used in literature for memory resizing
such as EMA, page faults, ballooning [132]. While there
exist some proposals [31], [129], [130], [131], [133] that con-
trol both resources (CPU, memory). [132] is a particular
work that not only controls both resources (CPU, mem-
ory) but also coordinates the degree of vertical resizing
of the CPU in relation to the memory. [54] proposes a
mechanism to resize CPU, Disk, and memory. ProfitBricks
and RightScale cloud providers offer this feature to its
customers.
Migration can be also considered as a needed action
to further allow the vertical scaling when there is no
enough resources on the host machine. However, it is
used for other purposes such as migrating a VM to a
less loaded physical machine just to guarantee its perfor-
mance, etc. Several types of migration are deployed such
as live migration [38], [45], [86], [90], [139] and no-live
migration [153]. Live migration has two main approaches
post-copy [141] and pre-copy [134]. Post-copy migration
suspends the migrating VM, copies minimal processor
state to the target host, resumes the VM and then begins
fetching memory pages from the source [154]. In pre-copy
approach, the memory pages are copied while the VM
is running on the source. If some pages changed (called
dirty pages) during the memory copy process, they will
be recopied until the number of recopied pages is greater
than dirty pages, or the source VM will be stopped, and
the remaining dirty pages will be copied to the destination
VM.

Before performing migration or replication, a Resource Al-
location Strategy (RAS) [155] is used. RAS decides where
the destination or new instance will be allocated or created,
on which server, on which cloud data center. RAS is based
on cost and speed of VM, the CPU usage of the physical
machine, the load conditions specified by the user, the
maximum profit [155], etc.

Many works have used a combination of the previously
described methods. [37], [44] proposals implement repli-
cation and migration methods. [58] proposes an approach
that creates new small replicas and then attaches them to
load balancer or deploys a new big server and removes the
previous server. The application is then reconfigured to use
the provided new resources. [51] proposes a framework that
uses a combination of vertical resizing (adding resources
to existing VM instances) or horizontal scaling (adding
new VM instances). [90] reconfigures CPU and memory,
live migration is triggered when there is no sufficient re-
sources. [38] configures CPU voltage and frequency and it
also uses live migration.

2.2.6 Architecture
The architecture of the elasticity management solutions
can be either centralized or decentralized. Centralized ar-
chitecture has only one elasticity controller, i.e., the auto-
scaling system that provisions and de-provisions resources.
Most solutions presented in the academic literature and
business world have a centralized architecture while there
are some solutions that are decentralized such as [143]
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and [144]. In decentralized solutions, the architecture is
composed of many elasticity controllers or application man-
agers, which are responsible for provisioning resources for
different cloud-hosted platforms. In addition to an arbiter
which is the key master component in a decentralized
approach because it is charged to allocate resources to the
other controllers at the different system components. Multi-
Agent Systems (MAS) also represent a distributed comput-
ing paradigm based on multiple interacting agents. The
interacting agents with cloud shape a new discipline called
agent-based cloud computing. Multiple agents allow cloud
computing to be more flexible and more autonomous [156].
MAS technologies have been used to decentralize the elas-
ticity management decision [157]. Some examples of existing
works using MAS for cloud elasticity, cloud service reserva-
tion, and SLA negotiation include [94], [93], [145], [146].

2.2.7 Provider
Elastic solutions can be applied to a single or multiple cloud
providers. A single cloud provider can be either public
or private with one or multiple regions or datacenters.
Multiple clouds in this context mean more than one cloud
provider. It includes hybrid clouds that can be private
or public, in addition to the federated clouds and cloud
bursting. Most of the elasticity solutions and proposals
support only a single cloud provider. However, there are
other works [28], [53], [62], [63], [142] that handle elasticity
between multiple cloud providers simultaneously.

2.3 Elasticity performance evaluation

Experiments are very important for the performance eval-
uation in cloud elasticity systems. However, there is no
standard method for evaluating auto-scaling and elasticity
techniques due to the uncertainties in the workloads and
unexpected behaviors of the system. Therefore, researchers
use different testing environments according to their own
needs. We introduce the common experimental platforms,
workloads, and application benchmarks, as shown in Fig. 3,
that have been used in the literature.

Fig. 3. Performance evaluation tools

2.3.1 Experimental platforms
Experiments can be achieved using simulators, custom
testbeds or real cloud providers.
Simulators are widely used to simulate cloud plat-
forms [152]. Using simulators in evaluating elasticity sys-
tems and application behaviors offer significant benefits,

as they allow developers to test the performance of their
systems in a repeatable and controllable environment free of
cost and they also allow to tune the performance bottlenecks
before real-world deployment on commercial clouds. Some
cloud simulators are:
• CloudSim [158]: a powerful framework for modeling and

simulation of cloud computing infrastructures and ser-
vices. It is widely used in research works.

• ContainerCloudSim [159] is another simulation tool that
integrates most functionalities of CloudSim. It aims to
provide support for modeling and simulation of con-
tainerized cloud computing environments. It supports
modeling and simulation for container resource man-
agement, placement, migration on the simulated cloud
environment.

• GreenCloud [160]: used to develop novel solutions in
monitoring, resource allocation, workload scheduling, as
well packet-level simulator for energy-aware cloud com-
puting data centers.

• OMNeT++ [161]: framework used primarily for building
network simulators but it is also used in cloud platforms.

• iCanCloud [162]: targeted to conduct large experiments,
provides a flexible and customizable global hypervisor for
integrating any cloud brokering policy.

• SimGrid [163]: simulator for large-scale distributed sys-
tems such as clouds.

• EMUSIM [164]: an integrated emulation and simulation
environment for modeling, evaluation, and validation of
the performance of cloud computing applications.

Custom testbeds offer more control on the platform, but
they require extensive efforts for system configuration. For
deploying custom testbeds or clouds, many technologies
are used such as hypervisors (Xen, VMWare ESXi, KVM,
etc.), cloud orchestrators such as OpenStack, CloudStack,
OpenNebula, Eucalyptus, and the commercial VCloud.
Academic cloud testbeds such as Grid5000, FutureGrid,
open research clouds are also widely used.
Public clouds. While achieving experiments on a real
cloud reflects the reality, it has a big drawback: there are
external factors that cannot be controlled, which could
impact negatively the tested system. In addition, cloud
provider offers the infrastructure (on which the experiment
will be launched), but monitoring and auto-scaling system,
application benchmark, workload generators are still
needed.

2.3.2 Workloads
User requests or demand together with timestamps are
required for the tested platforms (to derive the experiments).
Workloads can be synthetic or real.

• Synthetic workloads are generated with special programs
in a form of different patterns. Faban, JMeter, httperf,
Rain are examples of workload generators.

• Real workloads are obtained from real cloud platforms
and stored in trace files. World cup [165], Clark net [166],
and Google Cluster trace [167] are examples of real
workloads. Different application workloads have
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different characteristics. Therefore, there exist no single
elasticity algorithm which is perfect for the diverse
types of workloads. Workload analysis and classification
tools [27], [168] are used to analyze workloads and assign
them to the most suitable elasticity controller based on
the workload characteristics and business objectives.

2.3.3 Application benchmark
To test the scale up/down and scale out/in capabilities of
a cloud platform, a set of cloud benchmarks are widely
used. Benchmarks are commonly used to evaluate the per-
formance and scalability of the servers [152]. Experiments
are conducted mainly on all cloud platforms and models
including IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, etc. Benchmarks have both ap-
plications and generators. RUBBos [169], RUBis [170], TCP-
W [171], CloudStone [172], YCSB [173], MRBS [174] and
FIO [175], BenchCloud at USC, CloudSuite [176], and HI
Bench [177], are well-known benchmarking platforms.

3 CONTAINERIZATION

This section discusses container technologies, their pros
and cons. We then present the concepts and surrounding
technologies behind containers. Finally, we discuss works
from literature related to elasticity of containers.

3.1 Pros and Cons
Hypervisors are the most widely used virtualization tech-
niques in cloud computing. However, with the need of
more flexibility, scalability, and resource efficiency, cloud
providers are tapping hands-on into containers [178]. Con-
tainers or what is referred to as operating system-level vir-
tualization have evolved dramatically. Container-based vir-
tualization is much more lightweight and resource efficient
than VM-based virtualization. Containers isolate processes
on the core-level of the OS. In other words, they share the
same OS and they do not need guest OS, which allows to
manage resources efficiently and have more instances on the
same server. The use of containers eliminates the hypervisor
layer, redundant OS kernels, libraries, and binaries, which
are needed to run workloads or applications in a virtual
machine with the classical hypervisor virtualization. On the
contrary, the traditional hypervisor virtualization requires a
full OS on the VM, which consumes resources and causes
an extra overhead. Fig. 5 compares application deployment
using a hypervisor and a container manager. As shown in
Fig. 5, the hypervisor-based deployment requires different
operating systems and adds an extra layer of virtualization
compared to containerization.

Container technologies provide some advantages such
as:
• Containers decrease the start up time, processing and

storage overhead when compared to the traditional
VMs [179].

• Containers isolate and control processes and resources.
Namespaces provide an isolation per process. In Linux
OS, cgroups isolate resource usage such as memory, CPU,
block I/O and provide resource management. Names-
paces and cgroups do not incur overhead or performance
penalty.

Fig. 4. Container-based Virtualization vs. Traditional Virtualization

• Containers solve the issues of portability and consistency
between environments [180].

While containerization technology offers many advan-
tages, it has the following shortcomings:
• The use of containers poses security implications. The user

processes are isolated on the shared OS but it is hard,
at least until now, to provide the same level of isolation
between containers as VMs do.

• Since development of new containers such as Docker is
recent, it lacks many functionalities. The development is
in progress in this attractive domain.

• New container standards support only 64 bit systems.

3.2 Container technologies
The concept of containers has existed for over a decade.
Mainstream Unix-based operating systems, such as Solaris,
FreeBSD, Linux, had built-in support for containers. The in-
terest in containers led to many actors to develop solutions.
There are various implementations of containers such as:

Docker [181] is an open source management tool for
containers that automates the deployment of applications.
Docker uses a client-server architecture and it consists of
three main components: Docker client, Docker host and Docker
registry. Docker host represents the hosting machine on
which Docker daemon and containers run. Docker daemon
is responsible for building, running, and distributing the
containers. Docker client is the user interface to Docker.

Rocket (rkt) is an emerging new container technology.
With the advent of CoreOS [182], a new container called
Rocket is introduced. Besides rkt containers, CoreOS sup-
ports Docker. Rocket was designed to be a more secure,
inter-operable, and open container solution. Rocket is a new
competitor for Docker.

LinuX Containers (LXC) [183] is an operating system-
level virtualization method for running multiple isolated
Linux systems. It uses kernel-level namespaces to isolate the
container from the host.

LXD [184] is a lightweight hypervisor, designed by
Canonical, for Linux containers built on top of LXC to
provide a new and better user experience. LXD and Docker
make use of LXC containers.

Others: there are other open source light virtualization
technologies such as BSDJail [185] and OpenVZ [186].

Docker and Rocket are the most recent utilized container
technologies due to their enhanced features. We present
some of their surrounding technologies [187] in Fig. 5.
Docker uses runc and libcontainer runtimes that en-
able interactions with Linux kernel components (cgroups,
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namespaces) to create and control containers. Rocket uses
rkt and CoreOS runtimes. For the management, Docker
uses Docker Engine that includes both Docker daemon and
Docker client for interacting with Docker daemon. Docker
daemon provides an API that abstracts container control
functions. Rkt CLI is the container management function-
ality in Rocket. Docker containers can be defined using
Docker images where container instances are created from
these images. The images are created with Dockerfiles, text
files containing all the commands needed to build Docker
images. Rkt supports Docker images, as well as Applica-
tion Container Images (ACI). Docker registry is the service
responsible for storing and distributing images.

Fig. 5. Docker and Rocket Ecosystems

3.3 Container orchestration and management tools
Container adoption is expected to grow across all applica-
tion life cycle steps, especially the production phase. How-
ever, some applications typically deal with workloads that
have dozens of containers running across multiple hosts.
This complex architecture dealing with multiple hosts and
containers demands a new set of management tools.

Docker Swarm is a well-known clustering management
tool for Docker containers. Swarm makes use of the Docker
standard interface (API) in order to achieve its tasks such as
starting Docker, choosing host to run containers on. Swarm
consists of Swarm agents and Swarm manager. Swarm
agents are run on each host, the manager orchestrates,
schedules containers on the hosts. Swarm uses discovery
process to add hosts to the cluster, and it supports both
Rocket and Docker containers. Swarm uses Docker-compose
to support horizontal elasticity.

Kubernetes: is another powerful container orchestration
tool built by Google [188]. Kubernetes has brought new con-
cepts about how containers are organized and networked.
Along with managing single containers, it manages pods.
Pod is a group of containers that can be created, deployed,
scheduled and destroyed together. Kubernetes supports flat
networking space, containers in a pod share the same IP,
where pods can talk to each other without the need for
NAT. In Kubernetes, replication controllers are responsible
for controlling, and monitoring the number of running pods
(called replicas) for a service [189], when a replica fails, a
new one will be launched, and this improves reliability and

fault tolerance. Kubernetes supports horizontal elasticity via
its internal Horizontal Pod Autoscaling (HPA) system. HPA
allows to automatically scales the number of pods based on
observed CPU utilization. It uses reactive threshold-based
rules for CPU utilization metric [190].

CoreOSFleet is a cluster management tool that repre-
sents the entire cluster as a single init system [191]. Fleet is
a low-level cluster management tool that allows a higher-
level solution such as Kubernetes to be settled on the top. It
provides a flexible management for the containers: fleet can
start, stop containers, get information about the running ser-
vices or containers in the different machines of the cluster,
migrate containers from one host to another. It is designed
to be fault-tolerant, and it supports both Rocket and Docker
containers.

Apache Mesos [192] is an open-source cluster manager
designed to manage and deploy application containers in
large-scale clustered environments. Mesos, alongside with
a job system like Marathon, takes care of scheduling and
running jobs and tasks. It also support horizontal elasticity.
OpenStack Magnum is a project that facilitates the utiliza-
tion of container technology in OpenStack. It adds multi-
tenant integration of prevailing container orchestration soft-
ware for use in OpenStack clouds.

Fig. 6 shows some of the most utilized orchestration tools
that are used to run applications on a distributed cluster of
machines. These tools use service discovery such as etcd,
Zookeeper, or Consul to distribute information between
services or cluster hosts.

Fig. 6. Container orchestration engines

3.4 Elasticity of containers

Although containers are gaining wide-spread popularity
among cloud providers, there are few works addressing
elasticity of containers. As shown in Fig. 2, the elasticity
solutions utilize various policies and methods. They have
different purposes, configurations, and architectures. These
mechanisms applied to the VMs can also be applied to
containers as described below.

[68] proposes a design of a system used for developing
and automatically deploying micro services. The proposed
approach manages more instances of the application when
load increases and scales down/in for fewer demands to
conserve energy. The requests count and memory load are
monitored, when they arrive a certain threshold, containers
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are scaled out or in. A replication method is used to achieve
horizontal elasticity of container instances.

[56] proposes a control architecture that dynamically and
elastically adjusts VMs and containers provisioning. In this
work, containers and VMs can be adjusted vertically (by
varying the computational resources available for instances)
or horizontally (change the number of instances) according
to an objective function that searches to minimize costs.

[66] proposes a framework called MultiBox. MultiBox
is a means for creating and migrating containers among
cloud service providers. MultiBox makes use of the Linux
cgroups to create and migrate containers that are isolated
from the rest of the host OS. MultiBox containers support
both stateful and stateless applications.

[193] proposes an approach for the application live mi-
gration in Linux container for better resource provisioning
and interoperability. This approach uses Checkpoint/Re-
store In Userspace (CRIU) [194], a Linux functionality that
allows container live migration.

Promox VE [70] also permits manual vertical resizing
and migration for the LXC [183] and OpenVZ [186] con-
tainers. Promox VE is an open source server virtualization
management software.

DoCloud [67] is an elastic cloud platform based on
Docker. It permits to add or remove Docker containers to
adapt Web application’s resource requirements. In DoCloud,
a hybrid elasticity controller is proposed that uses proactive
and reactive models to scale out and proactive model to
scale in. Since cloud elasticity with containers is in its in-
fancy, almost all the elasticity actions in containers elasticity
solutions are performed using reactive approach that is
based on pre-defined thresholds. However, DoCloud uses
dynamic re-dimension method or predictive approaches to
trigger elasticity actions. It uses a hybrid reactive, proactive
controller that adopts threshold and ARMA approaches.

[69] proposes a tool to ensure the deployability and the
management of Docker containers. It allows synchroniza-
tion between the designed containers and those deployed.
In addition, it allows to manually adjust container’s vertical
elasticity.

[91] proposes a horizontal and vertical autoscaling tech-
nique based on a discrete-time feedback controller for VMs
and containers. This novel framework allows coordinating
infrastructure and platform adaptation for web applica-
tions. The application requirements and metadata must be
precisely defined to enable the system to work. It inserts
agents for each container and VM for monitoring and self-
adaptation.

As described in the works related to containers elasticity,
containers can be scaled horizontally and vertically. How-
ever, in order to implement the mechanisms used in VMs,
some modifications are needed. For example, in reactive
approaches, breath duration is a period of time left to give
the system a chance to reach a stable state after each scaling
decision, since containers adapt very quickly to workload
demand, breath duration must be small when compared
to VM. To our knowledge, there is no work that adopts
proactive approaches to scale containers except [67] which
uses ARMA prediction. In addition, container adaptations,
its hosted application adaptations and the monitoring sys-

tem may differ from VM because of the divergence of
technology.

Recently, many cloud providers such as Amazon EC2
Container Service, Google Container Engine, Docker Data-
center, Rackspace adopt containers in their cloud infrastruc-
ture and offer them to clients.

4 OPEN ISSUES AND RESEARCH CHALLENGES

Despite the diverse studies developed about elasticity in
cloud computing. There are still many open issues about
elasticity in general and research challenges about elastic-
ity in the container emerging technology that the cloud
providers and research academy have to deal with.
Open issues about elasticity are:
• Interoperability: In order to provide redundancy and

ensure reliability, the resources (compute, storage, etc.)
should be seamlessly leased from different cloud
providers or data centers to the clients. Cloud providers
use their own technology and techniques according to
their policy, budget, technical skills, etc. Therefore, it is
difficult to use multiple clouds to provide resources due
to the incompatibilities between them. The combined use
of diverse cloud providers remains a challenge because
of the lack of standardized APIs, each provider has its
own method on how users and applications interact with
the cloud infrastructure. It is not only the job of research
to solve this challenge, rather the industry needs to agree
on standards. Though there are some academic works that
allow allocating resources from different providers or data
centers, they are limited to certain criteria, for example,
[53] allows to allocate resources according to the price
offered or spot that matches the user’s bid.

• Granularity: As seen in Section 2.2.1, IaaS providers
offer a fixed set of resources such as Amazon instances,
though some users or applications have different needs,
as an example some applications need more CPU than
memory. Generally, there must be coordination in the
resource provisioning or de-provisioning. Most of elastic-
ity strategies are based on the horizontal elasticity. Thus,
vertical elasticity is very important to provide a related
combination of resources according to the demand. There
are many academic works [116], [133], [127] which re-
size CPU, memory or both but there is no coordination
between CPU and memory controllers. They resize CPU
and memory without regarding the coordination between
them. There are just a few works such as [132] which
coordinates the provisioning of both resources. In ad-
dition to the resource granularity, billing granularity is
another issue. Cloud providers charge clients based on
the resource consumption per fixed time unit, almost all
cloud providers use hour as a minimal billing time unit.
For example, using this billing system, VM is billed for
an hour even when used for 5 minutes. Few providers
CloudSigma [17], VPS.NET [195] allow to use fine-grained
billing system where the client will pay approximately its
real consumption of resources. The type of the elasticity
method has a great impact on the pricing model. For
example, implementing vertical elasticity is accompanied
by shifting towards fine-grained pricing policies while
using horizontal elasticity leads to extra costs since it
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uses instances (i.e., VMs) as scaling units (coarse-grained
scale) and it also implies running load-balancer (i.e., addi-
tional consumption of resources). In addition, containers
billing is another pricing ambiguity. Since containers are
being recently used in production environments, there is
no standard pricing model for containers. For example,
Amazon charges by VM instance for the Amazon EC2
Container Service. Containers are usually accompanied by
orchestrators and cluster of nodes, and the container may
settle on VM or on a bare-metal host, therefore, there is
still no standard pricing model.

• Resource availability: The resource offered by the cloud
providers are limited. Therefore, the elasticity of scal-
ing resources is limited by the capacity of the cloud
infrastructure. In practice, no cloud provider offers un-
limited resources to its clients, but big providers such
as Google and Amazon are conceptually unlimited for
typical users. However, temporal network bottlenecks,
limited geographical locations, higher latency, etc. may
hinder the provisioning of resources.

• Hybrid solutions: Reactive and proactive approaches
have their advantages and drawbacks. Therefore, a so-
phisticated solution could combine both reactive and
proactive approaches and methods such as horizontal and
vertical scaling.

• Start-up time or spin-up time is defined as the time
needed to allocate resources in response to the client
demand. Start-up time can reach several minutes but the
worse is that the users (clients/customers) are charged
directly once they make their requests to scale-up or scale-
down resources before acquiring the resource. Provision-
ing resources may arrive late, and there are chargeable
costs, which are different from the real costs that match the
provided resources. Start-up time might be fast or slow,
it depends on several factors such as cloud layer (IaaS
or PaaS), target operating system, number of requested
VMs, VM size, resource availability in the region and
elasticity mechanism. The lower the start up time is, the
better the elastic solution is. Higher start up time affects
the efficiency of elasticity system.

• Thresholds definition: As we have discussed in Section
2.2.4, threshold-based mechanisms are based on defining
thresholds for the measured metrics such as CPU or mem-
ory utilization. Choosing suitable thresholds is not an easy
task, it is very tricky due to the workload or application
behavior changes, that makes the accuracy of the elasticity
rules subjective and prone to uncertainty. This can lead to
instability of the system. Therefore, it is necessary to have
an intelligent self-adaptation systems to deal with these
uncertainties.

• Prediction-estimation error: Proactive techniques antic-
ipate changes in the workload and react in advance to
scale-up or scale-down the resources. Herein the start-
up time issue is handled using these approaches, how-
ever, they could yield errors or what is called prediction-
estimation error. Estimation error can lead to resources
over-provisioning or under-provisioning. Proactive ap-
proaches are characterized as complicated and sophisti-
cated solutions, however, they are not accurate in some
cases, and this also depends on the application behav-
ior, unexpected workload changes such as sudden burst

or decrease. Some applications are hard to predict, in
consequence, predictive techniques can deviate from the
intended objectives. Having efficient prediction error han-
dling mechanisms to meet application SLOs with mini-
mum resource cost is worth considering.

• Optimal trade-off between the user’s requirements and
provider’s interests: There is a contradiction between
provider’s profit and user QoE [61]. Users’ QoE is defined
as the user satisfaction towards a service. The users search
to increase their QoE with the best price and to avoid inad-
equate provision of resources. While the cloud providers
search to increase their profit with providing good QoS
services, which means elasticity must ensure better use of
computing resources and more energy savings and allows
multiple users to be served simultaneously. In addition,
due to the market concurrences, cloud providers have
to offer cost-effective and QoS-aware services. Therefore,
finding an optimal trade-off between user-centric (re-
sponse time, budget spent, etc.) and provider-centric (reli-
ability, availability, profit) requirements is a big challenge.
Offering good QoS will increase customers satisfaction,
this will reflect a good reputation for the provider, and
the number of consumers will increase. Hence, the better
QoE, the better profits can come from the satisfied cus-
tomers. Generally, integrating QoE and QoS in the Cloud
ecosystem is a promising research domain that is still in
its early stages.

• Unified platforms for elastic applications: Before dis-
cussing elasticity and scalability, the application itself
should be elastic. Much of the elasticity solutions imple-
mented by the cloud providers are appropriate for certain
types of applications such as server-based applications
that depend on the replication of virtual instances and
load balancers to distribute the workload among the
instances. For that reason, what needed is the devel-
opment of unified platforms, tools, languages, patterns,
abstractions, architectures, etc. to support building and
execution of elastic applications. These tools must take
into consideration the many application characteristics
such as parallelism in order to use elasticity in clouds.
Developing such tools, architectures, etc. is a big challenge
and worth research, particularly as there is a huge move-
ment towards elasticity and distributed architecture in the
computational clouds.

• Evaluation methodology: There is no common approach
for evaluating elasticity solutions. It is extremely difficult
to compare and evaluate different elastic approaches us-
ing a formal evaluation technique and a unified testing
platform due to the heterogeneity of elastic systems, in
addition to the nature of different workloads behaviors.
In [196], A Performance Evaluation Framework for Auto-
Scaling Strategies in Cloud Applications (PEAS) is pro-
posed, however, the framework cannot be generalized on
all elastic solutions and evaluation scenarios.

Research challenges about elasticity of containers are:

• Monitoring containers: In order to provide data to be
analyzed and to make elasticity decisions or actions, mon-
itoring is an essential part in elasticity solutions. However,
it is not an easy task especially with containers. Container
hold applications and all of their dependencies and in
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general many containers may be hosted on the same ma-
chine, therefore having stable systems that accurately and
rapidly monitor multiple containers is worth searching.
In fact, the monitoring challenge is not fully addressed in
container technologies.

• Container-based elasticity: There are many sophisticated
elasticity solutions for the traditional hypervisor-based
virtualization. Using these solutions with containers is
still an open challenge and research perspective. New
container technologies such as Docker use cgroups to limit
the resources consumed by a container, such as memory,
disk space and I/O, and also offer metrics about these
resources. A container can have static resource limits such
as 1 CPU and 2G RAM or can relativity share resources
with other containers on the hosting machine. Using the
latter technique, the container will get its resource in
function of resource usage for the neighboring contain-
ers or applications. For some reasons such as cost and
priority, static limits are set on containers. The questions
which arise are: i) Can we apply the elasticity solutions
used in VM on the containers? ii) How to use proactive
approaches to anticipate container resource usage and
react in advance to scale up/down resources? In addition,
many orchestration tools such as Kubernetes, Rancher, etc.
are used to manage and orchestrate clusters of containers,
but integrating autonomic vertical and horizontal elastic-
ity in these platforms is important.

• Combined elasticity between VMs and containers:
Nowadays, cloud providers use containers on the top of
virtual machines (see Fig. 4). This allows to have many
instances arranged across levels of hierarchy. Adjusting
container resources such as CPU, RAM, etc. to the demand
or workload at runtime will lead to efficient resource
utilization, and avoid SLA violations. The problem here
is that resizing container resources is limited by the re-
sources of the virtual machine in which it is placed. After
certain limits, the container cannot gain more resources,
fortunately the VM could be resized by its hypervisor,
which by its turn will allow to further resize the container.
The challenge to coordinate elasticity between the virtual
machine and its placed containers remains unaddressed.
Achieving elasticity control for VM and containers will
allow a great flexibility and would be an efficient elasticity
solution.

5 RELATED WORK

In this section, some of the related works that are relevant
to our work are presented. Being the key property behind
cloud computing, several works on elasticity are carried out
involving various elasticity approaches that depend on the
infrastructure, application or workload behavior. [4] is an
old survey, it proposes a basic classification for elasticity
solutions based on only four characteristics: scope, policy,
purpose and method. In addition, the discussion about these
characteristics is limited. New characteristics and even new
subcategories have appeared in more recent elastic solutions
such as the different techniques in workload anticipation in
proactive mode. [13] proposes a classification of the tech-
niques for managing elasticity based on strategy and action.
The concentration in this paper is on the elasticity strategy.

The strategy in this context studies elasticity management
solutions based on the quality goal. The quality goal can
be the Quality of Business, or the Quality of Service from
the Cloud Provider (CP) and Application Service Provider
(ASP) perspectives. Quality of Business refers to the ser-
vice provider’s revenue/profit, satisfaction. Three solutions
are evaluated based on this proposition depending on the
strategy adopted and whether reactive or proactive action
is followed to achieve elasticity. [152] concentrates mainly
on the auto-scaling reactive and proactive approaches and
elasticity tools. This work is limited to auto-scaling tech-
niques and experimentation tools. [3] addresses the elastic-
ity definition, metrics and tools. It brought many elastic-
ity definitions, in addition to statistical information about
elasticity. Such as the number of papers published per year,
per country. [14] is another work on cloud elasticity. It is a
complementary to our work, but we present elasticity strate-
gies and research challenges in more broader fashion. For
example, the mechanisms that can be reactive or proactive,
we clearly identified solutions that use these mechanisms
in each subcategory. [197] provides a survey of auto-scaling
techniques for web applications. According this work, the
actions of auto-scaling systems are based on performance
indicators that can be high or low level metrics. Low level
metrics such as CPU utilization are performance indicators
observed at the server layer while high level metrics such
as response time are performance indicators observed at the
application layer. This survey is limited to one category of
applications, i.e., web applications. Our work differs from
the above works in the following aspects: firstly, a complete
overview of the mechanisms implemented in the elasticity
solutions is provided, an extended classification is proposed
including the embedded elasticity. We have described elas-
ticity based on seven characteristics: configuration, scope,
purpose, mode, method, provider and architecture. We have
further classified each approach into sub mechanisms. For
example, time series analysis is a proactive approach that
anticipates workloads. It uses many mechanisms: moving
average, auto regression, ARMA, holt winter and machine
learning; we have provided examples for each case. Sec-
ondly, contrary to all previous works, this article is the first
that presents works related to container elasticity. Finally,
challenges and research perspectives for both VMs and
containers are handled in a broader context according to
our point of view.

6 CONCLUSION

Cloud computing is becoming increasingly popular; it is
being used extensively by many enterprises with a rapid
growing. The key feature that makes cloud platforms attrac-
tive is elasticity. Elasticity allows providing elastic resources
according to the needs in an optimal way. In this article, a
comprehensive study about elasticity is provided. It started
by talking about the elasticity definitions, and its related
terms scalability and efficiency. We have suggested an ex-
tended classification for the elasticity strategies based on the
existing academic and commercial solutions. The proposed
classification or taxonomy covers many features and aspects
of the cloud elasticity based on the analysis of diverse
proposals. Each aspect is then discussed in details providing
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examples from the proposed proposals that handle cloud
elasticity. We have talked about the containerization and the
orchestration tools where elasticity will be popular in this
new technology. Many works on the container elasticity are
presented. Finally, challenges and new research perspectives
are presented.
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